Connecticut Reception at NELMS

Join your CAS colleagues at the Connecticut Reception at the NELMS Convention on April 7th from 4:30 - 5:30 at the Westin Hotel in Providence. This reception provides opportunities to network with Connecticut colleagues and meet NELMS board members from our state. The Convention, which runs from April 7- April 11, features general assembly and breakout sessions on:

- Varied Instructional and Assessment Strategies that Promote Quality Learning;
- Challenging and Relevant Curriculum in All Content Areas for School Improvement;
- Effective Leadership and Organizational Practices that Impact Student Success at the Middle Level;
- Middle Level Beliefs, Research, Advocacy, Relationships, and School/Parent/Community Partnerships that Improve Student Achievement.

Keynote speakers are Rick Wormeli, Dedra Stafford and Joan Sedita.

To register for the conference or to learn more about the Connecticut Reception, click here

We hope to see you in Providence!

Please send to middle school principals assistant principals, student activities directors, library-media, guidance and Center for Early Adolescent Educators members.